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Abstract

Music stimulates strong human emotions and
feelings. Past studies have shown people
spend a significant amount of time listening
to music. In the last decade, the way peo-
ple consume music has also changed. Music
platforms provide highly customized playlists
to every user along with playlists based on
moods. Emotions are subjective, and the sub-
jective nature of emotions makes emotion de-
tection a very challenging task when applied
to music. Previously, music emotion detection
solely relied on acoustic features. In recent
studies, it’s observed that using music lyrics
features along with acoustic features signifi-
cantly improves the classification result. To
explore the challenges music emotion detec-
tion, we first annotated 1,160 lyrics using in 9
categories of Geneva Emotional Music Scales.
Then, we developed single-label and multi-
label classifiers to detect emotions in lyrics,
which achieved 0.65 and 0.82 F1 scores re-
spectively.

1 Introduction

Music is far more powerful than language to stim-
ulate strong emotions in humans (Sloboda and
Juslin, 2001). It can arouse different emotions
and feelings in us, which is not restricted by race,
culture, nationality. The correlation between mu-
sic and emotion has always remained an interest-
ing research domain in Music Psychology. Neu-
roimaging studies have shown that music can acti-
vate the brain areas typically associated with emo-
tions (Schaefer, 2017). Listening to music is a
prominent component of human lives now, sur-
passing watching television, reading (Rentfrow
and Gosling, 2003). One significant reason for
music’s universal appeal is the emotional rewards
that it extends to its listeners (Zentner et al., 2008).

With the proliferation of the internet and online
media platforms, there’s a radical change in the
way how we consume music now. Online music

streaming services such as Spotify1, Apple Mu-
sic2 automatically creates personalized playlists to
the users. These providers also generate an ample
number of playlists based on moods or emotions,
which are not limited to only genres, artists, al-
bums. Such playlists are mostly created by various
automatic playlist generation algorithms (Bonnin
and Jannach, 2014).

Automatic Music Information Retrieval (MIR),
which detects emotion or mood dimensions of mu-
sic is a growing research field. Human emotional
states are not discrete, but continuous (Tettegah
and Gartmeier, 2015). Emotions are quite subjec-
tive, and the subjective nature of emotions makes
emotion detection a very challenging task when
applied to music. Moreover, some music contains
multiple strong emotions at the same time, on the
other hand, some music is very hard to correlate
with some emotions. Previously, music classifica-
tion tasks have primarily relied on features such as
track’s audio signal or metadata (Hu et al., 2009;
Mayer et al., 2008). Lyrics features are also an im-
portant attribute along with audio features for song
emotion classifications (Hu et al., 2009). The mul-
timodal systems classify emotions in music better
than singular models (Hu and Downie, 2010).

The main goal of this project is to explore
emotion detection in music using lyrics. Firstly,
1,160 song lyrics are hand-annotated using 9 cat-
egories of the Geneva Emotional Music Scales
(GEMS) (Zentner et al., 2008) emotions. Using
the generated dataset, we developed single-label
and multi-label classifiers using unigram, bigram,
term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-
idf) BOW features to detect emotions in lyrics,
which achieved 0.65 and 0.82 F1 scores respec-
tively.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents previous related work in lyrics

1https://www.spotify.com/
2https://www.apple.com/music/
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emotion detection. Section 3 details the data anno-
tation task and datasets. In Section 4 the methods
for experiments are described. Section 5 outlines
the result, and Section 6 summaries the conclusion
and direction for future work.

2 Related work

Hu et al. proposed three simple yet meaningful
set mood categories for MIR systems, using the
dataset from Last.fm 3 tags and the USPOP (El-
lis, 2003) audio collection. However, because of
domain oversimplification, it was not practiced by
many researchers.

Zentner et al. proposed a domain-specific de-
vice to capture the richness of musically induced
emotions - the Geneva Emotional Music Scale
(GEMS). This model is designed after an ex-
tensive range of studies among music listeners.
GEMS consists of 9 categories of musical emo-
tions with 45 emotion labels. In our project, we
used GEMS emotions to annotate the music lyrics.

Previously, to improve audio emotion classifica-
tion, Yang and Lee employed lyric bag-of-words
(BOW) text analysis. Even though the classifica-
tion accuracy improved, due to the smaller dataset
size (145 songs), the result was not convincing.
Laurier et al. applied both Natural Langauge Pro-
cessing (NLP) and MIR techniques. Firstly, us-
ing a difference between the language model they
reported performance close to audio-based classi-
fiers. Later, integrating this in a multimodal sys-
tem (audio + text), they reported improved classi-
fication accuracies in all the four categories over
1,000 songs. Yang et al. proposed three different
methods to infuse lyrics along with acoustic fea-
tures for better performance. They assessed both
unigram and bigram BOW lyric features on 1,240
songs in four categories. However, in these stud-
ies, the set of four emotion categories is apparent
to oversimplify the problem.

Hu et al. analyzed the effect of lyrics text to
improve music mood classification. The best per-
forming lyric features are combined with audio
features to classify moods in songs. Also, a large
dataset with 5,585 songs annotated over 18 mood
categories is used as a ground truth set. It is shown
that combining lyrics and audio features can im-
prove performance in many mood categories, but
not all of them.

Zangerle et al. proposes ALF-200k, a reusable,
3https://www.last.fm/

high-quality publicly available datasets. It in-
cludes 176 audio and lyrics features of more than
200,000 songs. Employing a multimodal model
they conclude that, while acoustic features are ma-
jor to attribute tracks to playlist, lyrics features are
also important.

Some earlier researches suggest solely relying
on lyrical features of music for classification tasks.
Fell and Sporleder proposes different dimensions
of a song text, such as vocabulary, style, seman-
tics, orientation towards the world, and song struc-
ture to model a classifier. Moreover, combin-
ing these features with n-gram features further
improves the classification accuracy in different
classification tasks such as genre detection, dis-
tinguishing the best and worst songs. Hu and
Downie analyzed songs metadata, lyrics, psycho-
logical categories, contained sentiment and text-
stylistic features for music emotion recognition.
Then best of lyric features are combined with au-
dio that significantly outperformed both the singu-
lar methods.

3 Data

For the dataset, over eleven hundred instances
of song lyrics were collected from Genius.com4

across four genres- rock, country, rap/hip-hop, and
reggae. Then those lyrics are hand-annotated in 9
emotional categories of the GEMS (Zentner et al.,
2008) using LightTag5. LightTag provides a set of
powerful tools to the researchers to assign annota-
tion tasks and also different statistical measures to
asses the quality of data being produced. All sub-
jects annotated about two hundred lyrics accord-
ing to the emotion(s) they perceived after read-
ing the lyrics. The annotation guidelines followed
along with the list of emotions considered are pre-
sented in Table 1. Finally, two separate datasets
were derived after completing the annotation task
- single-label dataset, multi-label dataset.

3.1 Single-label dataset

For the single-label dataset, the label with the
maximum number of annotations is selected as the
default label for the lyrics. The final dataset con-
sists of only one label per lyrics, along with other
metadata such as artist, genre, title, album, year.
One interesting fact about the single-label dataset
is that it only consists of three classes - Sad-

4https://www.genius.com/
5https://www.lighttag.io/
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Emotional Category Definition
Amazement Feeling of wonder and happiness
Solemnity Feeling of transcendence, inspiration. Thrills
Tenderness Sensuality, affect, feeling of love
Nostalgia Dreamy, melancholic, sentimental feelings
Calmness Relaxation, serenity, meditativeness

Power Feeling strong, heroic, triumphant, energetic
Joyful activation Feels like dancing, bouncy feeling, animated, amused

Tension Nervous, impatient, irritated
Sadness Depressed, sorrowful

Table 1: The categories and definition for the annotation task.

Total Count
Sadness 569
Tenderness 326
Tension 265
Total 1160

Table 2: Single-label dataset class distribution.

ness, Tension, Tenderness out of nine total classes.
The dataset class distribution is shown in Table 2.
From the distribution, it is evident that Sadness is
the most represented class, followed by Tender-
ness and Tension. As our work is mainly focused
on the single-label classification task, Word Cloud
is visualized in Figure 1, 2 and 3 for the three
classes. Word Clouds are visual representations of
words that appear more frequently in the corpus.

Figure 1: Word Cloud for the Sadness class in the
single-label dataset.

Figure 2: Word Cloud for the Tenderness class in the
single-label dataset.

3.2 Multi-label dataset

For the multi-label dataset, all the labels with at
least one annotation are included as a label for the
lyrics. The final dataset consists of multiple la-
bels per lyrics, along with other metadata such as
artist, genre, title, album, year. The dataset class
distribution is shown in Table 3. Interestingly, it
is observed that the dataset has an average of 3
emotions per example with 1 and 7 minimum and
maximum emotions per example respectively.

4 Methods

In this section, we discuss different features and
classifiers employed for the lyrics classification
task.



Class Count
Sadness 574
Tension 553

Tenderness 498
Power 477

Nostalgia 438
Solemnity 377

Joyful Activation 349
Calmness 250

Amazement 239
Total 3755

Table 3: Multi-label dataset class distribution.

Figure 3: Word Cloud for the Tension class in the
single-label dataset.

4.1 N-gram

In Natural Language Processing n-gram of texts is
a set of n co-occurring words in the sample text.
An n-gram of size 1,2 and 3 are called Unigram,
Bigram and Trigram respectively. An n-gram
model is a type of probabilistic language model
for predicting the next item in a sequence. N-
gram models are widely used in probaility, compu-
tational linguistics, sequence analysis, data com-
pression. Another use of n-grams is to develop
features for supervised machine learning models
such as Support Vector Machines, Naive Bayes,
etc.

4.2 Term Frequency–Inverse Document
Frequency

Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency
(tf-idf) is a statistical measure intended to reflect
how important a word is to a document in a corpus.
It is a term-weighting scheme and used in differ-
ent applications such as information retrieval, text
mining, and user modeling. The Term Frequency
measures how frequently a term occurs in a docu-
ment and Inverse Document Frequency measures
how much information the word provides. The
IDF factor decreases the weight of terms that occur
very frequently in the document set and increases
the weight of terms that occur rarely. Hence, the
higher the tf-idf value of a particular word, the
more the importance of the word in the collection
or corpus.

4.3 k-Fold Cross Validation

Cross-validation is the process of re-sampling the
dataset to evaluate how well machine learning
models will perform in practice. The goal of
cross-validation is to determine how well the pre-
dictive model generalizes an independent dataset
that was not used to train the model. In k-fold
cross-validation, the given data is grouped into k
data samples. It helps to flag problems such as
selection-bias, overfitting. In this project, we used
5-fold cross-validation.

4.4 Part-of-speech Tagging

Part-of-speech tagging or POS tagging in linguis-
tics is the process of marking a word in a sentence
or corpus to a particular part of speech considering
both the definition of the word and its context. Au-
tomatic POS tagging algorithms are generally of
two types - rule-base and probabilistic. POS tag-



ging is useful for building lemmatizers and parse
trees. It is also employed in word sense disam-
biguation and sentiment analysis. E. Brill’s tagger
(Brill, 1992) is a rule-based POS tagger, which
is most widely used in English. In this project,
we employed POS tagger from NLTK (Loper and
Bird, 2002) library.

4.5 Logistic Regression
In statistics, logistic regression is a classification
algorithm to predict binary dependent variables.
The simple logistic model can be extended to cat-
egories of multiple classes with a probability as-
signed to each class. It needs quite large sample
sizes to perform better. However, logistic regres-
sion is widely used in various disciplines such as
machine learning, medical fields, and social sci-
ences.

4.6 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a supervised
learning algorithm widely used for tasks such as
classification, regression. It is a discriminative
classifier with an objective to determine a hyper-
plane in an N-dimensional space that precisely
classifies the data point. SVM uses a subset of
training points in the decision function called sup-
port vectors. It is simple, memory efficient yet
highly effective in high dimensional space.

Linear Support Vector Classification (Lin-
earSVC) is an implementation of Support Vector
Classification with a linear kernel. With a large
number of samples, the LinearSVC tends to con-
verge faster and give good results.

4.7 Decision Tree
A decision tree is a simple and popular model
for classification and prediction tasks. It is build
based on a tree-like model of decisions and possi-
ble outcomes. A tree can be trained by splitting the
source set into subsets based on an attribute value
test. The model is trained by splitting the training
set into subsets based on the target attribute value.
The same process is recursively repeated on each
derived subset to build the complete decision tree.
Due to the ease of understandability and less com-
putation power requirement, it is widely used in
operations research and management.

4.8 Random Forest
Random Forest is an ensemble learning method
for tasks such as classification, regression, etc. It

consists of a high number of individual decision
trees that operate as a collection. All the individ-
ual models predict the output and the class with the
maximum number of support become the model’s
prediction. Random forest algorithm is a great fit
for high dimensional data since it works only with
subsets of data in each split. It tends to overfit
hence it requires careful tuning on hyperparame-
ters.

4.9 Multilayer Perceptron

A multilayer perceptron (MLP) is an Arti
facial Neural Network (ANN) that connects

multiple neurons in the form of a network. It is a
multi-layered model with three hidden layers fol-
lowed by an output layer. In the feed-forward
phase, the input layer multiplies the weights as-
signed to the values and sums them up. The relu
activation function is used the hidden layers and 3-
way softmax for the output layer. In the backprop-
agation stage, loss functions are calculated and
minimized for better performance.

5 Experiments and Results

In this section, we discuss different experiments
performed to classify emotions in lyrics using both
single-label and multi-label datasets. A thorough
analysis of the result is also illustrated.

5.1 Single-label Classification

For our experiments, considering the lyrics and la-
bel columns of the single-label dataset, we divided
the dataset into train and test sets in 75% and 25%
subsets. We analyzed tf-idf weighted POS, uni-
gram, bigram, and trigram features. The tf-idf vec-
torizer transforms text to feature vectors that can
be used as input to a classifier. Then, five differ-
ent classifiers - Logistic regression, SVM, Deci-
sion Tree, Random Forest, Multi-layer Perceptron
are trained on the features extracted in the previ-
ous step. 5-fold cross-validation is also performed
on the trained models and the mean accuracies of
the models are reported, along with test accura-
cies. Table 4 shows a detailed report of features,
classifiers, and the test and 5-fold cross-validation
accuracies.

It is observed that linear SVC and logistic re-
gression models, in general, perform better than
other employed classifiers. The highest accuracy
reported is 0.65 using a logistic regression classi-
fier with bigram and trigram as features.



In machine learning, a confusion matrix helps to
visualize which classes the model is making more
mistakes. Each row of the matrix represents the in-
stances of predicted class while each column rep-
resents an actual class. The confusion matrix of
the best performing model is shown in Figure 4.
As we can observe, about 75% of total test data
consists of sadness class and also contributes more
to the total classification accuracy.

Figure 4: The confusion matrix of the logistic regres-
sion classifier with bigram and trigram as features.

5.2 Multi-label Classification

For the multi-label classification, we divided the
data in the same way as for a single-label dataset.
We used the tf-idf vectorizer with unigram features
to transform the text into vectors. The model was
trained using a logistic regressor. On the test set,
the classifier has achieved an F1 score of 0.82. F1

score is a measure of test accuracy, it considers
both the precision and the recall to compute the
score.

6 Conclusion

Emotion detection in music is an interesting field
of research as the music plays a prominent role
in human lives. There are multiple approaches to
classify the underneath emotion of music. In this
work, we firstly annotated 1,160 song lyrics using
9 categories of the GEMS emotions and produced
single-label and multi-label datasets. Then using
the datasets, we explored a set of text features such

as POS, unigram, bigram, and trigram combina-
tions to model a classifier to detect the emotions
of the lyrics. In the single-label dataset, the logis-
tic regression classifier with bigram and trigram as
features has outperformed other classifiers achiev-
ing 0.65 accuracy over the test set and 0.61 5-fold
cross-validation accuracy. The multi-label logistic
regression classifier has achieved a 0.82 F1 score.

As future work, we plan to explore the acous-
tic features of music along with different metadata
available to improvise the baseline classification
accuracy.
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